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MEERHOVEN ‘HEART SAFE’
ners (VvE’s) and organizations that want
to make their facade available around
these locations. A number of conditions are important in this respect. For
example, the AED must be available 24/7
and must be registered with HartslagNu,
the resuscitation call system in The
Netherlands. One must also ensure good
ownership and management. Would you
like to make your facade available and
thus contribute to a heart safe Meerhoven? Or do you have any questions?
Please contact us by sending an e-mail
to info@meerhoven.nl.
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Since 2011, Eindhoven residents have been working on making their neighbourhood heart safe by creating 6-minute zones. This means that people who have a
cardiac arrest are resuscitated within six minutes by volunteers who are known at
112. Ambulances can easiliy have a drive time of twelve minutes, which is too long
for a cardiac arrest. With a 6-minute zone, the chance of survival of the victim is
considerably increased.
This unique citizens’ initiative is supported by Stichting Eindhoven Hartveilig. In
the meantime, several neighbourhoods
in Eindhoven are completely heart safe
and several other neighbourhoods are
working on this. Residents’ Association
Meerhoven and Stichting Eindhoven
Hartveilig want to make the entire neighbourhood safe by setting up sufficient
6-minute zones. An important condition
for this is the presence of sufficient
AEDs scattered throughout the neighbourhood. Meerhoven currently counts
five devices that are available 24/7 for
the district. For a full coverage of the
district we need more.

ADVENT CALENDAR
IN THE MAILBOX!

Purchasing AEDs
Since many activities cannot take place
in 2020 because of the corona virus,
there is still subsidy money left over. This
money expires at the end of the year.
Residents’ Association Meerhoven is
considering purchasing four AEDs from
the remaining budget for the locations
Zandbloem, Zandvis, Grasbloem and
Bosrijk. With this we will create enough
6-minute zones to make Meerhoven
heart safe.

Who helps?
To be able to place the devices, we are
looking for residents, associations of ow-

Sufficient aid workers
Besides AEDs, there should also be
enough civil aid workers in the neighbourhood; residents who have a valid
resuscitation certificate, first aid or BHV
diploma. So far, in Meerhoven, about 100
civil aid workers are known at HartslagNu. Do you have a valid resuscitation
certificate, first aid or BHV diploma,
but are you not yet registered as a civil
aid worker? Then do so via the website
www.hartslagnu.nl. Of course, you can
also make a contribution by first following a resuscitation course and then
register. Are you interested in such a
course? Please let us know by e-mail via
info@meerhoven.nl. We will reimburse
part of the costs and as a group we may
be eligible for a discount. Only together
we can make Meerhoven heart safe!

For Dutch:
www.meerhoven.nl/nieuwsbrieven

Together with this last newsletter of the year, you
receive the advent calendar ‘for and by Meerhoven’’.
Enjoy reading and watching!
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CORONA AND MEERHOVEN
enough to cover the loss. As of November I therefore had to temporarily take on
other full-time work to keep everything
financially running. Hopefully we will be
able to resume our business soon.”

LONELINESS

From left to right: Guus Nieuwenhuizen, Ralph Gijbels en Jeroen Driessen.

The hospitality industry has had a hard time this past year, also in Meerhoven.
“It’s an exciting time for everyone and every press conference we hold our breath
again”, says Guus Nieuwenhuizen of cafeteria & restaria Vierrijk. “I hope that we
will all get through the winter well and in good health.”
“When we heard in March that the
hospitality industry had to close down, it
was a big blow,” says Guus. “We’ve had
17 empty tables for more than seven
months now. We’ve put a lot of effort
into ordering online and takeaway. As a
result, we have just managed to keep our
heads above water. The contact with the
customers is also different. People are
only inside for a short while and there’s
no more small talk. I think that’s a great
loss, not only for our customers, but also
for us.

Roof terrace open
Lunchroom and tapasbar Echt Welschap
has been open for three years now. “As a
young hospitality company, 2020 had to
be our year,” says manager Ralph Gijbels.
“This spring, we were closed for eleven
weeks and that was a hard time. The
lack of clarity, not knowing what is going
to happen, is even harder. When we were
allowed to open again, we accelerated

our plans for more outdoor areas. Our
roof terrace turned out to be a hit. This
fall we had to close our doors again. We
are still open for takeaway meals such
as lunch dishes and snack platters. In
this way we make the best of it. Next
spring we hope to be able to welcome
guests on our terrace and roof terrace
again.”

Limits reached
Also Café and Conference center De
Hangar is now for the second time obligatorily closed. “During the first wave we
received some extra financial support,”
says Jeroen Driessen. “But that support is now completely absent. It takes
a very long time and the perspective is
unclear. Our catering company has come
to a complete standstill and although
we have tried to reduce the costs with
takeaway meals, we have reached our
limit. For the sports hall we do get financial compensation but that is by far not

Not only for the hospitality industry
it is looking for new ways to do what
we used to do. A lot has also changed when it comes to meeting each
other and keeping in touch. During
this corona time it can be very quiet
in the homes of elderly people and
singles. Caretakers and family support where possible. “I get enough
help from my family,” says a resident
of De Blinkerd, a residential complex
for seniors. “I don’t feel lonely or bored, but all the limitations are a pity.”
At times when someone may feel
particularly lonely, such as Christmas, loneliness can still be lurking.
Do you have a family member, friend
or neighbour who might be feeling
lonely? Then remember that there
is always something that someone
likes to do, together with you or with
others. The corona virus does not
make it easy to do something together, but a small gesture can make
all the difference. See what you can
do on the following website:
www.eentegeneenzaamheid.nl.
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COLLABORATION
MUNICIPALITY, POLICE AND YOUTH WORK
Yasin Torunoglu, alderman for housing, neighbourhoods, work and spatial development, paid a working visit to Meerhoven this autumn. Among other things, the
alderman talked to young people about the nuisance of youngsters in the park, the
shopping mall and the parking garage.
Last spring, the joint efforts of the
residents’ association, the municipality,
the police, Dynamo Youth Work, the
neighbourhood watch and the retailers
association reduced the nuisance. This
was partly thanks to residents who
responded en masse to our call to report
nuisance immediately. This enabled the
police to take targeted action in many cases. Meanwhile, the municipality and the
police have a better view on the group
of youngsters causing nuisance. These
young people do not live all in Meerhoven, but are also from other neighbourhoods in Eindhoven and the municipality
of Veldhoven.

Talent development
Together with youth workers and young
people, the municipality wants to set
up a program that gives young people
the opportunity to develop their talents.
Cooperation is sought with the municipality, the police and youth work in Veldhoven. The expectation is that this will
result in a smaller group of young people
causing nuisance; certainly in the longer
term. There is also consultation with the
manager of the shopping center and the
parking garage to see whether reports
are dealt with promptly and whether
extra measures can be taken to prevent
the nuisance.

BICYCLE BRIDGE OPEN
At the end of August the new bicycle
bridge Tegenbosch over the N2/A2 was
placed. Friday, October 23, cyclists could
use the bridge for the first time. Tegenbosch provides a better connection
for bicycle traffic between Meerhoven
and the northern part of Eindhoven and
between the city and Eindhoven Airport,
Flight Forum and Brainport Industries
Campus.
Because cyclists no longer cycle directly
along the Anthony Fokkerweg, this road
could be widened for car traffic. Residents’ Association Meerhoven has asked
the municipality to pay attention to the
safety of the cyclists’ bridge in connection with the high, steep and unsecured embankments. We are awaiting a
response.

REPORT NUISANCE
Loose paving tiles, litter or crooked
lampposts? With the BuitenBeterApp
you can report a problem quickly and
easily to the municipality. You take a
picture on the spot, check what kind
of report it is and send the information. If you don’t have a smartphone,
or if you prefer to report the problem
in another way, fill in the report form
on the municipality’s website (www.
eindhoven.nl) or call telephone number 14 040.

Police
To report irregularities or nuisance
of persons, call the police on the
general number 0900 8844 or in case
of emergency call 112. Don’t hesitate
to contact local police officers Erwin
van Melis and Marieke Bakermans.
They can be reached by e-mail via
erwin.van.melis@politie.nl or
marieke.bakermans@politie.nl. Or
call 0900 8844 and leave a callback
request. Marieke has recently been
active in Meerhoven and will soon
introduce herself to the neighbourhood.

Air traffic
Nuisance caused by air traffic can
be reported using the report form on
www.samenopdehoogte.nl, the information platform of the Eindhoven
Airport Consultation. Here you will
also find information about developments, reporting procedures and current news about Eindhoven Airport.
You can also report by phone via 040
289 61 33. Leave your complaint on
the answering machine.

SHORT NEWS
Residential tower Meerzicht
Early December all 88 apartments in
the new residential tower Meerzicht in
Meerrijk were completed. We would like
to welcome all new residents!

the corona measures, the Ministry of
Defence is no longer able to relocate to
other countries. Because civilian air traffic has decreased enormously since last
March, the training ﬂights will not lead to
an increase in the total number of ﬂight
movements. The Ministry of Defence
also promises to do its utmost to limit
the nuisance for Meerhoven as much as
possible.

Golf course about to close

Deliverers thank you!
The newsletter of Residents’ Association
Meerhoven is delivered door-to-door
every time by a great team of volunteer
deliverers. Via this newsletter we would
like to put them in the spotlight and
thank them enormously for their efforts
over the past year!

Golf Course Welschap will close at the
end of this year for financial reasons.
The current golf club will cease to exist.
The grounds are now in the hands of the
Van der Leegte family of VDL. There are
no plans for a new destination yet. The
area has the status of a country estate.

In the last week of November and
the first two weeks of December, the
Ministry of Defence will conduct training ﬂights from Eindhoven Air Base,
including the C130 Hercules. Due to

Our newsletter is delivered to all households in Meerhoven without a “nee
nee” sticker. Members also receive the
newsletter by e-mail. Check our website
www.meerhoven.nl/newsletters if you
don’t receive our newsletters but still
want to read them. The newsletter is
also available at Albert Heijn, Lidl, Jumbo
and De Hangar.

Follow us

Terminal M sold
Training ﬂights

“Nee-nee” sticker

Shopping center Terminal M has been
sold by the former owner LSREF5 Solit
Meerhoven B.V. to the German investment fund KGAL. Residents’ Association
Meerhoven hopes to get acquainted with
the new owner soon in order to coordinate activities, for example.

For the latest news and activities, please
visit www.meerhoven.nl. Or follow us
on Facebook ‘Meerhoven.news’, Twitter
‘Meerhoven_news or the MeerhovenApp
(Meerhoven.nl/meerhovenapp). We also
keep members of Residents’ Association
Meerhoven informed via e-mail. Furthermore, you will find a lot of information on
the digital bulletin board of Meerhoven:
Facebook ‘Meerhoven Ontmoet Elkaar’.

COLOPHON

BECOME A MEMBER!

This newsletter is a publication of
Residents’ Association Meerhoven.

Already nearly 900 households are
members of Residents’ Association
Meerhoven. The more members, the
better we can represent the neighbourhood. As a member, you help decide
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on the course we take and you support
various initiatives. The membership
costs only 5 euros per household per
year. Not a member yet? Then sign up
via www.meerhoven.nl/membership.
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